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In this paper the author considers a problem related to the stability of 

the unperturbed motion of an air plane with an autopilot. The character- 

istic equation of the first approximation of the system has a pair of 

zero roots with one group of solutions. General methods of solving this 

kind of problems were investigated by Liapunov [ 11 and Kamenkov 121. In 

the actual cases the construction of the Liapunov function which determines 

the region of permissible perturbations may be very difficult. 

1. We shall consider the system of equations of the perturbed motion 

dx 
clt Tz ?/ 

!dy dt : (b, - bgy) z2, 

(0 > 0, b > 0, c > 0, 

Through the linear substitution 

x1 = 2, y1= y, z1= ax+ py + TZ, 

dz 
- - ax - by - ez 

dt - 

bl > 0, bz > 0) 
(1.1) 

a = ac, k = be - a, r=c2 (1.2) 

the system (1.1) is transformed into the canonical system 

dxl -- 
dt --I 

dyl 

(1.3) 

dt = a1x12 + (0*x1+ a2~1~)y1 + (06 i ~5x1) y12 + u6y13 + a7z12 + a8xlzl+ 

-t (u,zl + UIOZI~ + allxlzl) ~1 + a12z1y12 

d21 --_ 
dt -~ 

~2~ + m [~1~12+ (a2xl+ ~2x1~) yl + (a4 + ~1) y12 + a0yP + aiz12 + a8xlzl + 

-t (agzl -I- a10z12 +- a11x1z1) y1 + ~1221y1~1 

where ai and II are known functions of the quantities a, b, c, bl, b2. 

It is obvious that the problem of stability with respect to the new 

variables is equivalent to the problem of stability with respect to the 

old variables. We shall prove that in the case under consideration the 

unperturbed motion x 1 = rl = z1 = 0 is unstable. For this purpose we shall 

864 
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perform a preliminary transformation of the system (1.3) by the substitu- 

tion 

When z = 0 the substitution reduces to x1 = 5, yt = 77. On the other 
hand, the terms of the substitution which contain z are all of the same 

degree, which is at least two. The above substitution could not lower 

the order of the right members of the differential equations. This can 

easily be proved by differentiating (1.5) with respect to the time t. We 

shall have 

d? dyi JXl dZi dyl 

dt==!t' 
-Buzl -J~--DX~ .- + AZl dt 

dt -/- .4yl d$ - 2Dz1 ‘$ - ABs& - 

ds, 
- ZARqal x - SADa, $$ (1.6) 

Let us group together all the second order terms in the right-hand 

member of the above equation. With the old variables we shall have 

nizi2-F %zlyI + n4y12 -!- a7z12 4- %=lzi-l- %ylzl- Bylzl+ Bcrlz~-Acy~z: f 2Dcz12. (1.7) 

The transformation from the old to the new variables 5‘. rl will leave 
the second order terms unchanged, but will introduce additional terms of 

a higher order. With A, B, and D defined as above we shall obtain the 
relation 

(a7 + 2Dc)Q -t- (as $ Bc) r1.21 + (ae- B--Ac)ylzl so 

Tfre final form of the transformed system could be written as 

(1.8) 

dzl --- 
idt - cs1 + f2 (4, 3. 21) 

Here the function fl((g, q, z,) contains no terms lower than the third 

order with respect to the variables s$. 7, zl; the function f2((, q, %,) 
contains no terms lower than the second order with respect to these 
variables. 

Let us consider the function 

In any neighborhood of the unperturbed motion 6 = 71 = .a1 = 0 there are 
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points where V([, 7, z,) > 0, and also points where VC[, q, z,) < 0. The 
time derivative of the function V equals 

Thus the function V satisfies all the conditions of Liapunov’s theorem 

on the instability of motion [ 31. The conditions of instability would not 

be satisfied if a1 = 0, which is possible when (1 = 0, or when bl = 0. 

2. We shall consider now the case when a z 0. bl f 0. In this case 

equations (1.3) will become 

dX 

;Tt=y 

dY 
q&- = U&Z + a,ya + U,Z2 + %YZ + %oYZ2 -t a1zYZZ (2.i) 
dz 
-=_ 
dt cz + nz [a& + a,;y3 + a722 + agyz + a10yz2 + a12yZz] 

We shall show that in this case the unperturbed motion is unstable. In 

order to achieve this we shall consider the function of Chetaev 

22 
V (5, Y, Z) y= zy - I’c (2.2) 

The region V> 0 is represented by the inside surface of a cone. Taking 
into account the system (2. l), the derivative of V is 

dV 

+ 22 1 
ma7 man maI0 

+ a,~ + aloxy -7 z - my-c yz -t a9xyZ 
3 

(2.3) 

In a sufficiently small neighborhood of the unperturbed motion the 

sign or the right member of this equation is determined by the sign of 

the expression 
f (x, y, 2) = y2 -+ 22 + ngzyz (2.4) 

The above expression is a quadratic form with respect to the variables 

y and Z, and is R positive-definite function for all values of x satisfy- 

ing the condition 

121 CA 
(2.j) 

For given values of x the function f(xyZ) cou Id vanish on ly on the 
line y = z = 0 lying on the surface of the cone: 

22 
cry -- -& == 0 (2.6) 
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Thus, the constructed function V satisfies the conditions of Chetaev’s 

theorem on the instability of motion [41, which proves our statement. It 

is easy to notice that the function V would also satisfy the conditions 

of Chetaev’s theorem when o = bl = 0. In this last case the right member 

of the inequality (2.3) becomes 

and represents a positive-definite function for any sufficiently small 

value of the variables X, y, Z, which vanishes in the neighborhood of the 
unperturbed motion on the surface of the cone (2.6). Thus, in this last 

case the unperturbed motion x = y = z = 0 is also unstable. 

3. Be shall consider now the case when bl = 0. a # 0. The equations 

(1.3) become in this case 
dx -- 
dt -y 

dy 
z = a1x2y + a2xy2 f a3y3 f a4yz2 C wyz + a8y2z (3.1) 

dz 

iii-- - cz + n [w2y f Uz”Y2 -I- asy3 4 Q/z2 + WJYz + Qy2zl 

where the coefficients ai, I will depend only on the given values O, b, 

CD b,, 62. 

The direct construction of Liapunov’s function for the system (3.1) 

presents considerable difficulties, which could be circumvented through 
an additional transformation of the system achieved by the following sub- 

stitutions: 

m 
2 = x,, Y = Yl, 

malxla 
z=zl+- c+Q1x2Yf+~ ( 

al 
W--2e %Y12f 

> 

+F 
( 

*a--$+2 J$ 
1 

Y13 = 21 + fJ (z1y1) (3.2) 

ma1x2 m 
Xl =2, YI - Y, zy=r.z--- 

c-+-a@Y-c ( 
=a\ 

al-2 -~-,lxy2- 

m 
_T os-?+2dl 

( $ Ya= > 2 - u @Y) 

(3.3) 

~2 = 51, y2 = YI -I- ayi4, 2% = 21 

The substitution of (3.2) into (3.1) will change the system (3.1) as 
follows: the first equation will not change; in the second equation will 
appear additional terms of fifth order: the third equation is the only one 
which will show some essential changes. 

On the strength of the identity 
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the system (3.1) transforms into 

dzl -= 
dt Yl 

dy1 
dt = alxl2yL + w,y12 + n3y13 + U5ZlYlZl -I- WlYl2 + f (21y131) 

dzl 

2i=- CZl + 12 (ZlYlZl) 

(3.5) 

and the functions f, (xlyI zI) and f, (xiyl z,) could be expressed as 

fl (XlYlZl) = ~12W(“lYlZl) f 212y12q2 (~lYlZ1) + ~lY13’pS (SlYlZl) + Yl494 (~lYl31) 

12 (rlYlz1) = 31% (ny131) + %2Y12% (“lYlZ1) + Yl%J, (%Y121) (3.6) 

Ip,r (0, 0, 0) = 0 (k = 1, . . . , 7) 

It is easy to notice that the substitution (3.2) does not lower the 
order of terms in the right members in the system (3.5). After the sub- 

stitution (3.3) the system becomes 

dx+ - 1 + VI + 4aytz2 2 
-_ 
dt .- 2az2 = 

y2 - $- y22z2 + 2 % y13z22 + . , a = + 

4r 
dt = w18y1+ azq/la’ + QY13 + a,z1y131 + fl (“lY1Zl) + 2 + IWlY’lZl + az~lyl3zl + 

+ asy1% f a6w/12~12 + Wl2Yl” + YlZlfl (x, ys z)] + T !/I”/:! (ZlYlZl) 

dz2 --- 
dt - cz1 + fa tnYlz1) (3.7) 

Finally, after dropping the indices, the transformed system could be 

written in the form: 

dx 
-- 
dt -- Y + @I (Y’) 

dy 
dt = alx2y + a5ry2 + a3vS + abxyz + 02 (zy.3) (3.3) 

dz 

dt’ - cz + a3 (ZYZ) 

where 

1 + VI + k/z 
-y=--6 

‘J 
- Ql (Y. 2) = 2an 7 zy* + 2 5 zzya+ . . . 

CD2 (zyz) = z2Fl (ryz) + x2y2Fz (xyz) + y4Fs (xyz) + zy3Fo (zyz) 

@a (zyz) = ZFS (zyz) + s2y2Fs (XYZ) + yPFi (ZYZ)* 

F, (0, 0, 0) = 0 (k-l,...,'i). 

(3.9) 

Let us consider Liapunov’s function 
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x 

+$ (exp (-a2G)]-yq (I+2as [esp (--a&)]) [exp (; .,z2)] dr+ ; 

0 

In the neighborhood of the unperturbed motion for sufficiently small 

values of the variables x and y the sign of the above function is deter- 

mined by the sign of the polynomial. 

(3.11) 

which can vanish only when 

x=y=z=o. (3.12) 

It follows that the function V(x, y, Z) is a positive-definite function 
of the variables X, y, z. Taking into account the system (3.8). the total 

time derivative of the function V equals 

dV 
5 = ya 

I 
2,1X2 exp (- a&) + 4a1asxa i[exp(-_j]dz[Q,i[crp(-_)]d*}+ 

+3(Qs- “.,““xp(-&&)[ 3 
[I + 2~8 exp (- ~232~)] exp ru& dz + ( > 

+4Q,.,~~e~~~-~~d2~+Pki..p~-~j dz~a#exp(-T)dz]+ 

0 0 0 
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+ y64as3 (jex,(-~;drjl-zz+~m,(x,Y.~) ~$ab(x,y,~)+ 
0 

i- $03 (z, y, 2) + $ a,ryz (3.13) 

For sufficiently small values of x and y the above derivative could be 

written as 

2 = 2air2y‘J [i + 71 (ryz)] - yp [I + 72 (zyz)] -z” [1 + 73 (zyz)] + 2 a5xyz (3.14) 

Here, y,(r, y, z), y2(x, y, z), y?(x, y, z) are continuous functions 

of x. y, 21 in the neighborhood of the unperturbed motion, and vanishing 

at the point x = y = I = 0. In a certain neighborhood S1 of the unper- 

turbed motion, where the following conditions are satisfied: 

171 (wsz) I < 5, I yz (GYJ) I < 6. I73 (Z,Y.Z) I < 6, F = const < 1 (3.15) 

we shall have 

--2al+/2[1 + Tl (?Y,Z)l +.y41i + ,ya (r,y,z)l + z2 11 + r3 (Z,Y,Z)l- g fl55YZ 2 

> (1 - 6) [- 2a1x2y2 + y4 + z2] - g agyz 2 (1 - 6) [-- 2 n&2+ yc+ z?-k ~xy.z~](3.16) 

where k represents the maximum value of ) a,aV/ay 1 in a certain neighborhood 
S2 of the unperturbed motion. The function 

f (z,y,z) = - 2a1x2y2 + z2 -k ] xyz 1 (3.17) 

is a positive-definite quadratic form with respect to the variables U= XY, 

I for all values of k satisfying the condition 

kz < - gal (3.18) 

The function f(zyz) vanishes at x = z = 0, y i 0, and at y = z = 0, 

xf 0, and hence is a positive-definite function in the sense of Liapunov. 

We shall select now S2 such that the condition (3.18) for k will be satis- 

fied. Suppose there exist a neighborhood of the unperturbed motion (S) 

which is entirely in S1 and S2 as well. Then, in the neighborhood (S) the 
derivative dV/dt will be a negative-definite function of the variables 

x, y, z, vanishing on the line y = z = 0. In this way we have shown that 

the constructed function V satisfies all the conditions of Liapunov’s 

theorem on the stability of the unperturbed motion. 

It could be shown that the asymptotic stability does not hold in the 

considered case. This is seen from the following solution of the system 

(3.8) 

x SE x0 = const, lJ=_-ZfO (3.19) 
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